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Abstract: This paper we use different compression method. Which are useful to compress the image. Wavelet compression
is use to transmit the image or video frame.it is the important for compression application is energy compaction. copression
efficiency is achieved by scarifing the quality of image and video content .it transmit the original data in compress the video
without altering the original frame.it applicable in medical image or videos.
Keywords: DPCM (differential pulse code modulation), DCT (discreate cosine transform), DWT (discreate wavelet
transform).
Introduction
We live in multimedia world .in this world ,the storage and transmission of image and video data are driving development of
new compression method .in international standard such as JPEG(1);JPEG2000(2);H.2663(3) AND MPEG 4(4) comperession
efficiency is achived by scarifing the quality of the image and video content .in some application ,the preservation of the original
data is more important than compression efficiency ,this is the area of lossless compression .application include transmission of
medical image .digital cinema archiving is another application of lossless video compression.
The wavelet transform has been used as a successful tool for an image and video compression .one property of wavelet transform
that is important for compression application is energy compaction.
Image compression
Image compression is the application of data compression and is a technique of reduction of redundancies in image and
represent it in shorter manner .image compression are to be lossy and lossless .which are depend on choose different technique. For
high value image as medical image where loss of critical information in not acceptable, visually lossless compression is preferred .
Basic model image compression
The modelling stage attempts to characterise the statical properties image data .it attempts to provide accurate probability estimate
to the coding stage and may even slightly alter the mapped data. The modelling stage can go beyond the memoryless source model
and can provide better compression than would be apperent from measuring the entropy of mapped image coding stage stored the
mapped pixel efficiency making use of probability estimate from the modelling stage.
Importance of lossless
The lossy compression result in higher compression ratio the legitiment risk and ineffectively, unpredicatablity and poorly
reconstructed image. This lossless criteria is important in the medical field ,especially to doctors and other people who examine
image including X-rays,CT scan ,ultrasound, etc. when medical image are being saved and transffred to other hospital ,it is required
that no information in the image is lost .a medical image without details is of no use to the doctors and hospitals staff and could
result in serious issue for the patients .data compression is essiential and lossless compression algorithum is required and
indispensable since the acquired data are precious and in many cases obtained by unrepreatable and indispensable medical exam.in
the lossless compression the image after decompression is identical to that of the original. The issue in lossless coding is how much
we can reduce the data rate .the main approach for lossless image compression is prediciative coding or entropy encoding. For
predictive coding, DPCM (differential pulse code modulation) is often used .for entropy coding run length coding, Huffman coding
or arithmetic coding is used.
Lossless and lossy image compression
In lossy compression the image quality may be degraded in order to meet a given target data rate for storage and transmission.
In lossy compression, most algorithum transform pixels into the transfer domain using the DCT(discreate cosine transform) DWT
(discreate wavelet transform).
Lossy Technique
It will compress the image by loosing some information .compress image is look orignal image but it loose few data ,it will use
in JPG,PNG etc. we some medical image .lossy compression have has higher compression ratio than the lossless technique.
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Performance of the lossy technique are mainly measured by such metrics as compression ratio signal to noise ratio and speed of
encoding and decoding. The technique are used as
1)
2)
1)

Discreate cosine transform(DCT)
Discreate wavelet transform (DWT)
Discreate cosine transform (DCT)

Image compression system based on transform technique to store data and provide the compression rate and the signal to
noise ratio. DCT is also fast as compared to other and also best for image with smooth edges it transmit signal spatial domain to
frequency domain .the image after reconstruction are inversaly proportional to the value of quantization.
2)

Discreate Wavelet Transform (DWT)

Dwt is very useful for compressing signal and also shows better result for medical gray scale image .while using DWT the
important parameters that are take for testing the image wavelet function, number of iteration and calculation complexity .these
wavelet transform are used to process and improve signals in field like medical imaging where image degradation is not tilerated.
RESULT

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
This paper discusses the overview of ROI coding techniques. In this paper medical image segmentation, different ROI extraction
saliency based techniques, lossy and lossless compression etc are explained. ROI and non ROI both the parts are important for
compression in medical image. ROI-based coding provides better compression as compared to other lossless methods. Among all
some of those methods require the ROI shape information.
FUTURE SCOPE
Different methods are described here. According to the application they are used. It is necessary to adapt the algorithms to decrease
the complexity. This will be used in portable and mobile devices, in which limited computing power is required. It will be used in
low bit rate coding as ROI coding is considered.
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